Defining quantum dots in semiconductor based heterostructures is an essential step in initializing solid-state qubits. With growing device complexity and increasing number of functional devices required for measurements, a manual approach to finding suitable gate voltages to confine electrons electrostatically is impractical. Here, we implement a two-stage device characterization and dottuning process which first determines whether devices are functional and then attempts to tune the functional devices to the single or double quantum dot regime. We show that automating well established manual tuning procedures and replacing the experimenter's decisions by supervised machine learning is sufficient to tune double quantum dots in multiple devices without pre-measured input or manual intervention. The quality of measurement results and charge states are assessed by four binary classifiers trained with experimental data, reflecting real device behaviour. We compare and optimize eight models and different data preprocessing techniques for each of the classifiers to achieve reliable autonomous tuning, an essential step towards scalable quantum systems in quantum dot based qubit architectures.
Defining quantum dots in semiconductor based heterostructures is an essential step in initializing solid-state qubits. With growing device complexity and increasing number of functional devices required for measurements, a manual approach to finding suitable gate voltages to confine electrons electrostatically is impractical. Here, we implement a two-stage device characterization and dottuning process which first determines whether devices are functional and then attempts to tune the functional devices to the single or double quantum dot regime. We show that automating well established manual tuning procedures and replacing the experimenter's decisions by supervised machine learning is sufficient to tune double quantum dots in multiple devices without pre-measured input or manual intervention. The quality of measurement results and charge states are assessed by four binary classifiers trained with experimental data, reflecting real device behaviour. We compare and optimize eight models and different data preprocessing techniques for each of the classifiers to achieve reliable autonomous tuning, an essential step towards scalable quantum systems in quantum dot based qubit architectures.
I. Introduction
Quantum computers are expected to solve a range of problems intractable for classical computers, such as factoring of large integers [1] , simulating quantum systems [2] [3] [4] [5] and efficiently sampling correlated probability distributions [6, 7] . Useful quantum computers with millions of high quality qubits are still some way off, but early prototypes with 50-100 qubits, referred to as Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) systems, are already available [6, 8, 9] . For these NISQ systems, accuracy and reliability of quantum gate operations, and hence qubit quality, are essential. Even before qubits can be used to execute quantum algorithms, large scale material and design studies are necessary to optimize fabrication and device yield, involving both characterization and initial qubit tuning.
Electrostatically defined quantum dots are the building blocks for a range of solid state qubit architectures based on charge [10] [11] [12] , spin [13] [14] [15] [16] and topologically protected states [17] [18] [19] . Fabrication variances as well as defects within the material lead to a disordered background potential landscape, which must be compensated for by different gate voltages when defining quantum dots. As this disorder is random, each gate within each device has a unique optimal tuning voltage that must be set and updated over time. This tuning step is an essential, yet repetitive task well suited to automation. The increasing complexity as the number of qubits per chip grows has motivated several approaches to partially automate key components of this process. Neural networks have been successfully used to detect charge states on nearly noiseless data [20] [21] [22] and procedures to automate fine tuning of the inter-dot tunnel coupling [23] [24] [25] as well as fitting of charge transitions in charge stability diagrams [26] have been implemented. Together with studies improving measurement efficiency [27] and the tune-up automation of a known device [28] , these results are important stepping stones for automated tuning of electrostatically defined quantum dots. They have been, however, demonstrated only on single, pre-tuned devices requiring significant manual input and ideal measurement results. Autonomous tuning of unknown devices, a key milestone required for applying these techniques to practical tuning situations, has yet to be established.
Here we make significant progress towards this goal by demonstrating autonomous device characterization and tuning on multiple devices without pre-measured input and manual intervention. We implement a so called minimal viable product, a standard software development technique in which a product is developed with sufficient features to satisfy early users and initiate a feedback loop to guide future improvements. Based on the QCoDeS Python control software [29] , we developed a software package tuning semiconductor qubit devices into double Regime prediction using binary classifiers FIG. 1. The workflow of characterizing and tuning an unknown device. In an initial basic quality assessment we determine if any current is flowing through the device. We then individually characterize all gates of the device through 1D measurements. The quality of the gate response is assessed using a binary classifier and all gate responses need to be classified as good for a device to be selected for tuning. With the initial gate quality assessment and device characterization we are able to distinguish two types of failure: no current through the device, or unresponsive gates. The tuning algorithm is a sequence of 1D measurements reducing the relevant voltage space and one or more 2D measurements establishing a charge stability diagram. Charge state and quality are established by a combination of three binary classifiers. dot regime. We only require the devices' gate layout, bonding scheme, line mappings, safe gate voltage ranges and the setup specific noise floor as input. Using gate defined quantum dots in GaAs as a proxy qubit device we demonstrate that our software is capable of tuning different devices at different locations within the same wafer over two cooldowns.
II. Tuning approach
Quantum dots are systems confining electrons or holes in regions small enough to make their quantum mechanical energy levels observable. To form gate-defined quantum dots in GaAs, lithographically fabricated gate electrodes on the surface of the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure are used to deplete a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) beneath them, forming isolated puddles of charge with a physical dimension on the order of the Fermi wavelength [30] .
Manual tuning of gate defined quantum dots involves a series of 1D and 2D measurements, measuring current through the device as a function of one or two gate voltages respectively, and utilizes informed guesses and the intuition of the experimenter. These measurements narrow down the large parameter space to find a voltage combination defining the desired quantum dot structure. Material defects, impurities, fabrication variations, capacitive couplings between gates and hysteresis make these voltages unique to each device and difficult to find. Automation of these procedures will remove a manual, time consuming task and enable many devices to be tuned in parallel, which is an important element for a large scale quantum processor. To fully benefit from such a progress, automated procedures need to be fully independent and not rely on pre-measured input.
Given the success across a variety fo fields, machine learning techniques are promising tools to use. Machine learning is commonly considered for two types of problems. First, it is used to solve problems too complex for predefined, structured programs such as face recognition, speech-to-text processing and spam filtering. Our lack of understanding of good algorithms to perform this task makes them natural candidates for machine learning. Second, it can be used to improve solutions even where good classical algorithms are already known, as for example the simulation of quantum many body systems [31] [32] [33] as well as designing methods for encoding and decoding quantum information within error correcting codes [34, 35] .
As quantum dot tuning is routinely performed by scientists and quantum dots have been studied extensively in the past [30] , we choose an approach which automates existing procedures with simple machine learning tools to achieve autonomous quantum dot tuning. Specifically, we implement a deterministic tuning sequence and replace the scientists' knowledge by binary classifiers trained on experimental data. We use approximately 10000 hand-labelled datasets to ensure that features difficult to simulate, such as realistic noise and poor or intermediate dot regimes, are learned. By automating 1D and 2D measurements and their respective data analysis (see Sec. IV A and Sec. IV B), and using four binary classifiers available in Python's scikit-learn, Sec. IV C, we are able to characterize and tune several devices with no premeasured input. Figure 1 illustrates this strategy: After an initial quality assessment identifying devices featuring a current above the setup specific noise floor, we use 1D measurements to characterize all gates of all devices available, as described in Sec. V. Using a binary classifier we predict the quality of each measurement and establish a list of working gates of each device. If all gates respond well, the device is selected for tuning. The tuning algorithm uses a sequence of 1D measurements to narrow down and set voltages and a 2D measurement classified by three binary classifiers to assess the dot regime, see Sec. VI. We show that a predefined sequence of fast 1D and a few 2D measurements together with binary classifiers is sufficient to reach the desired regime and that no complex machine learning algorithms are required to perform this well studied task.
III. Devices
We use double quantum dots formed in a GaAs/AlGaAs two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) depleted by the gate structure illustrated in Fig. 2(a) as example system to demonstrate the performance of our autonomous tuning package. This system of gates and dots can be approximated classically by a network of tunnelling resistances and capacitors, called the constant interaction model [30] , illustrated in Fig. 2 
(b).
The 2DEG is located 91 nm below the surface of the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure of density 1.5 × 10 11 cm
and mobility 2.4 × 10 6 cm 2 /Vs. An aluminium oxide layer deposited using atomic layer deposition separates TiAu gates from the heterostructure and enables positive voltages to be applied without gate-leakage. Our test chip holding six pairs of double quantum dots on a 5mm x 5mm chip is displayed in Fig. 2 (c) and a false colour scanning electron micrograph of one device pair in Fig. 2(d) . It allows us to study multiple double-quantum dots formed in a single fabrication run, and reduce variation caused fabrication. We bonded four of the six available device pairs: number 1, 3, 4 and 6, located in the corners of the chip.
The device layout, illustrated in Fig. 2 The purpose of tuning is to determine gate voltages leading to two well defined states with either a single or two separate quantum dots formed, referred to as single and double dot regimes.
Devices A and B of each device pair on the chip are tuned separately. Experiments were performed in a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 20 mK and at zero magnetic field. All measurements are direct transport measurements using standard lock-in techniques. [36] . We tune one double dot at a time, encircled in red.
IV. Methods
The device characterization and dot tuning algorithms are implemented by a modular software consisting of two main modules, each representing an essential manual tuning step: A 1D, single gate characterization and a 2D measurement generating a charge stability diagram. These modules take and analyse data for tuning and preprocess it for machine learning classification. Outcomes are classified using binary classifiers, assessing quality, and, in case of charge stability diagrams, charge regime. The classification outcomes determine next actions to take, i.e. whether a device will be tuned after characterization or which gate voltage to adjust during tuning.
At the beginning of each tuning we determine the saturation current A max when all V i = 0, which is used to normalize data before classification. If A max is above the setup specific noise level, the device is declared not working and not considered for characterization or tuning. 
A. Individual gate characterization
The individual gate characterization module determines the voltage range in which a gate partially depletes the underlying 2DEG for a given device configuration. This is the interesting voltage range for further tuning. The voltage v of the gate in question is varied while keeping all other gates constant. The measured I-V curve, also called pinch-off curve, is normalized by A max and smoothed using Gaussian kernel convolution. The curve is then fitted to
extracting amplitude a, slope b and offset c. Here x is the normalized gate voltage
where v min and v max the highest and lowest voltage setpoints respectively. Similar to conventional semiconductor transistors, we are interested in gate voltages separating cut-off, transition and saturation regions V Following standard machine learning procedure we select a set of features representing the measurement, also known as feature selection. Similar to a transistor, we are looking for a noiseless, sharp transition between fully open and fully closed regimes. The features extracted during fitting are amplitude, slope, offset, low current, high current, residuals, offset and transition current. Voltages, i.e transition voltage, are not considered at this stage as we do not optimize for transition locations in voltage space. By training and testing classifiers with all possible subsets of features we find that the following ones are most relevant:
• amplitude a
Exposing a classifier to more than these parameters results in lower accuracy due to overfitting. We can, however, replace amplitude by high and low current or low current by offset. Including both results in a decrease in accuracy due to overfitting. H i ] to change electrochemical potentials of nearby dots while measuring the current though the device. The purpose is to find regions in voltage space where single and double dots are formed. While gates could be swept in any order, we focus on stepping over the left plunger's range on the x axis and the the right plunger's range on the y axis. The voltage ranges are sampled over 50 equidistant points. The number of setpoints is increased if the step size is larger than a threshold δV , which is smaller than both a device specific safe voltage step and a desired voltage resolution. As a compromise between measurement time and voltage resolution we choose δV < 0.005 V . The resulting diagram is transformed using using skimage's resize method [38] .
Based on previously measured data we know that averages of currents in good quantum dot regimes are within [0.004A max , 0.1A max ]. We compare the averagesĀ for each of the boundaries to these limits and update the the plunger's current voltage ranges:
The measurement result is segmented into 0.05 V × 0.05V regions, each of which is classified individually. We use three binary classifiers to assess quality and regime, each trained to predict single dot quality, double dot quality and dot regime respectively, see Sec. IV C. The module returns the success of measuring a charge diagram with respect to signal strength as well as quality and regime predictions of each segment. Our attempts in defining suitable features to represent charge stability diagrams failed due to noise and large variability of the data. We thus use the full current map for classification.
C. Classification
The task of supervised machine learning is to approximate an unknown target function f
mapping input variables X to output variables Y . In the present dot tuning algorithm, X is either post-processed data or a smaller feature vector extracted from it and f the mapping onto either quality (good/bad) or regime (single/double dot), summarized in Tab. I. After labelling existing data, i.e attaching a label Y to each X, we can train a machine learning model to learn an approximation m of the unknown mapping function f and use it to predict labels of new measurements. In order to find an approximation, assumptions about its form need to be made. Different classifiers implement different types of functions m(X, h) with hyper parameters h. The task is to find an accurate model m and good hyper parameters h. A good model will not only accurately fit known X and Y relations, but also generalize well to new data. The more complex a model is, the more flexible it is to learn general concepts of X and the more data it needs for training to avoid overfitting, a situation when noise and random fluctuations are learned as concepts. The large variety of noise and intermediate regimes of quantum dot measurements makes it difficult to generate synthetic data reflecting real device behaviour. For this reason, we use experimental data for training. We collected and labelled 4000 pinch-off curves, 4000 single dot and 2500 double dot current maps. Examples of good and bad results for each category are shown in Fig. 4 . Data used for classifier training originate from different devices of similar design as characterized and tuned here. As the size of our training set is not large enough for algorithms containing many free parameters, such as deep neural nets, we investigate the potential of simpler models that are easy to train and optimize. We compare classifiers readily available in Python's scikit-learn package: Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Gaussian Process, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis and k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN). To estimate the potential of a model and to exclude overfitting, we average performances over n train and test splits. At each iteration, we first randomly select a subset with equal populations of all available data, i.e equal numbers of good and poor results, and then split into training and test datasets. We use a percentage ratio of 80/20 between test and training data and we choose n = 20 for 1D data and n = 10 for 2D data based on performance fluctuation studies detailed in Appendix A.
Classification performances are evaluated using the accuracy score (ACC), defined as the ratio of correctly classified samples over the total number of samples. In machine learning terms the correctly labelled samples are the sum of true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) predictions, while the total number of samples is the sum of all positive (P) and all negative (N) samples:
We compare classifier performances trained and tested on differently preprocessed data. In addition to the normalized current we use the current map's Fourier transform as well as principle components determined by performing a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) implemented in sklearn [39] . All transformations are applied to training, testing and prediction data before classification. Principle components are extracted and hence defined from training data, which is expressed as amplitudes of each of these components. Test and prediction data is projected onto components and the amplitudes used for prediction. We compare performances using just the normalized current, its Fourier transform or both, with and All data used to train classifiers originates from devices other than those characterized and tuned here. The examples above stem from the device presented in Ref. [36] .
without PCA. Results are summarized in Sec. VII and detailed in Appendix B.
V. Device characterization
The objective of device characterization is to choose devices suitable for tuning among a large number of unknown devices. It establishes a list of working gates and their pinch-off voltages
, providing a quality measure and enabling early device comparison. We implement a predefined sequence of measurements by using the individual gate characterization module introduced in Sec. IV A, sweeping each gate individually and preprocess the data for machine learning classification.
The algorithm initializes all gates to their upper safety limit V safe max to measure the saturation current A max . For a gate to create an entirely opaque barrier, a negative voltage on a second gate opposite needs to be set. We use the top barrier to deplete the 2DEG in the upper half of the device and to facilitate a complete depletion: It is set to its negative safety limit V safe min , which in ideal devices will not result in a reduced current through the device. A signal drop drop below 0.8 A max without additional gate voltages set on the lower barrier gates indicates the presence of offset charges on one or several of the remaining gates. In this case the top barrier voltage is increased in steps of 0.2 V until the signal is above the desired threshold 0.8 A max . Safety ranges of all gates are shifted towards more positive values by 0.5 V . Devices classified as working are characterized further by establishing a valid range for the top barrier, defined as the voltage range in which the remaining barriers are able to deplete the 2DEG. This is determined by decreasing the top barrier's voltage starting from zero and in steps of 0.2 V , characterizing left, right and central barrier at each iteration. If a barrier responds well, i.e. is able to deplete the 2DEG, it is not considered in subsequent iterations. The top barrier voltage at which the last barrier is able to deplete the 2DEG defines the top barrier's lower valid range value V L TB . To establish the upper valid range voltage V H TB , the last barrier to pinch off is set to its lower safety limit V safe min and the top barrier is characterized. The pinch-off voltage V L defines V H TB . This step is specific to our device design and variances may need to be considered for other types of devices.
VI. Tuning algorithm
The purpose of the tuning algorithm is to tune fully working devices into either a single or double dot regime. We illustrate the algorithm for the case of a double dot regime. It uses the same individual gate characterizations as in the previous section but for a different top barrier. It determines suitable gate voltages of barriers and narrows down valid plunger ranges. The procedure used to determine the device's state and the next actions to take are illustrated in Fig. 6 . 
at which the central barrier is characterized. Its initial value is set to the voltage corresponding to the current being at 75% of the saturation current,
The left and right barriers are characterized individually, with the respective other held at its highest allowed voltage. They are set to
The plungers' active voltage ranges [V
H LP ] are determined by individual gate characterizations before measuring a charge stability diagram. The charge stability module adjusts plunger ranges to keep average currents within [0.004 A max , 0.1 A max ] as discussed in Sec. IV B. If this is not successful, meaning one or both plunger ranges reached the gate's safety limit, the respective neighbouring outer barrier voltage is updated. The voltage change is calculated by the following rule:
The new barrier voltage V new i is then set to: was chosen, it continues with outer barrier characterizations. If none of the segments features a good regime the algorithm recommences by choosing a different initial top barrier. If the average current of the last charge diagram is below 0.15 A max of the saturation current, the new value is chosen more positive using Eq.(9), more negative otherwise.
The algorithm stops when at least one segment of the charge diagram is classified as the desired dot regime. We found it useful to continue iterating after finding the right regime for the first time, as the algorithm often found even better defined double dots in subsequent iterations.
VII. Results
To test our characterization and tuning algorithms we used 12 double quantum dot devices over two thermal cycles. An example of device characterization is shown in Fig. 5 , and for double dot tuning in Fig. 7 .
Of the six pairs of devices of our chip we bonded the four pairs in the corners: 1.A, 1.B, 3.A, 3.B, 4.A, 4.B,  6.A, 6 .B, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Devices 6.A and 6.B never had currents above noise level in neither of the two cool downs. These were thus identified as broken, which was either due to a contact failure within the device, or within the wiring of the experimental setup. Each of the remaining devices was first characterized using five individual gate characterization steps and classified using a binary classifier. Device 1.B was identified as broken as no gate was able to pinch off due to an unresponsive top barrier, and hence not tuned. All remaining devices were tuned using the dot tuning algorithm and all but two tune-ups successfully reached the double dot regime within the set number of iterations. Dielectric charging impeded tunability of device 4.A and 4.B in the first cooldown and these runs were stopped before reaching a maximum number of 2D measurements used as stopping criterion. We were also not able to tune these devices manually, however both recovered after a thermal cycle.
The tuning results as well as the number of 1D and 2D measurements required to complete the tasks are summarized in Tab. II. The number of 1D and 2D measurements for dot tuning vary from short tune-ups of five 1D and one 2D measurements to fifteen and six respectively. Using a lock-in excitation voltage to measure DC transport through the device, 1D measurements took 20 -90 seconds each while 2D measurements took approximately 25 minutes each.
Automation allows us to easily study the evolution of device characteristics over time, tuning iterations, thermal cycles or other experimental variables. As an example, we show in Fig. 8 the evolution of individual gate characterizations over three consecutive characterization and tuning iterations. We find that while the outer bar-riers do not change significantly, the central barrier and plungers show a large variation between the first and second tuning and a smaller one between the second and third. We speculate that electronic defects within the heterostructure become passivated during the first tuning iteration, and that further iterations have a smaller effect. The number of iterations needed to reach stability depends on the active area of the channel between two gates being pinched off. This explains the observed differences between outer barriers, the central barrier and plungers over successive tunings.
To determine the best classifiers we compare Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Gaussian Process, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis and k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) performances for various input data: normalized current map and/or its Fourier transform and with or without PCA. The results are detailed in Appendix B and show that performances reach up to 95 % test accuracy for individual gate characterization but stay below 90 % for charge state detection. Using principle components as input data either does not effect or decreases accuracy while not significantly improving training and prediction times for any category. Based on these results we choose the Decision Tree classifier applied to features to predict gate responses of individual gate characterizations. To assess the charge state of a charge stability diagram we use all three classifiers to determine three possible outcomes: Good single dot, good double dot or no dot. We use the redundancy to overcome low accuracy scores of individual classifiers. First, single and double dot quality classifiers assess whether a good charge state is present: if both outcomes are negative, there is no dot. If one is positive, the good regime it is indicating is present and if both predict good regimes the dot regime classifier establishes a clear outcome.
The Multilayer Perceptron classifier performs best on all three charge state classification categories. Single and double dot qualities are best predicted using both current maps and their Fourier transform. Dot regime classification performs equally well on FT alone, suggesting that the FT captures the charge transitions pattern differences of single and double dot regimes. This is not unexpected as as single dot give rise to one dimensional periodic structures while double dots give rise to two dimensional periodic structures.
VIII. Conclusion
The tuning algorithm presented here establishes an autonomous procedure to tune gate defined quantum dots, facilitating qubit initialization. This paves the road for quantum scale up in quantum dot systems, where the growing chip size and complexity make manual tuning procedures impractical. By automating well established manual tuning procedures and using binary classifier to transfer scientists' knowledge of quantum dot devices, we implemented an autonomous two-stage device characterization and dot-tuning process. These algorithms enable to characterize and tune devices in parallel and on a large scale without any pre-measured input.
While we were able to successfully tune a range of devices across various scenarios, there are many opportunities for further improvements. Finding the double dot regime can be a starting point for a subsequent local search to optimize the quality of the double dot. Fitting to a capacitance model can also be used during the search.
In order to make semiconductor qubit initialization fully autonomous from cooldown to qubit operation, setup specific measurement initialization and calibration needs to be addressed, as well as failure handling. Existing automation efforts, such as fine tuning of the inter-dot tunnel coupling, and virtual gate definition [24, 40] could then also be integrated into our workflow.
Taking advantage of multiplexing technologies will allow us to characterize more devices without being limited by the number of control lines. Replacing slow lock-in measurements by high frequency charge sensing will decrease run times and noise, while frequency multiplexing will further improve throughput [41] . Turning to other measurement techniques will require appropriate feature selection and data preprocessing to ensure correct charge regime classification, similar to what has been implemented here.
Deeper investigations into feature selection, including voltage resolution and segment size, classifier choice and hyper parameter optimization will make tuning more reliable. Understanding why some classifiers perform better than others and which features represent data best will enable improved prediction accuracy. More sophisticated models in combination with boosting [42] may lead to further improvements.
Labelling errors, the partially due to ambiguities between experts, and the vast variety of noise and charge states demands extensive data to capture most measurement outcomes. As this noise is difficult to simulate, classifiers need to be trained with real, not simulated data. This enables us to distinguish between noisy and intermediate charge states, a distinction not captured by classifiers trained with ideal single and double dot charge diagrams. This is especially relevant if we wish to design new classifiers assessing specific tuning failures or fabrication defects.
Our procedure can be applied to other quantum dot designs, including ones based on nanowires by neglecting the top barrier. The structure of both algorithms is general and can be applied to different materials by making minor changes to the parameters of the algorithms or inverting the polarity of the tuning procedure for holes [43, 44] .
The characterization procedure can also be extended to enable material and fabrication optimization, for example by comparing pinch-off voltages or adding gate char-cooldown 1 cooldown 2 characterization tuning characterization tuning device i.q.a n 1D quality n 1D n 2D success i.q.a n 1D quality n 1D n 2D success . Device 1.B was correctly identified as broken and thus not tuned. Devices 4.A and 4.B did not reach the desired dot regime in the first cooldown due to dielectric charging which impeded tuneability. These runs were stopped manually before reaching the maximum number of measurements used as stopping criterion. However, both devices recovered after a thermal cycle. Devices 6.A and 6.B did not pass the initial quality assessment due to a lack of current, hence saturation current Amax. The number of measurement to establish valid top barrier ranges during the second stage of device characterization, omitted in other device designs, range from 11 to 25 gate characterizations. Using standard lock-in techniques, the times to measure 1D gate traces or 2D charge stability diagrams were between 20 and 90 seconds, or 25 minutes respectively. acterizations sweeping voltages in opposite direction to assess hysteresis. The tuning procedure can be modified to account for more complex devices, such as multi-dot arrays and topological quantum dot structures [45] [46] [47] or generalized to account for new physical phenomena such as zero bias peaks or finding the topological phase [48, 49] .
As this field grows and more measurement data becomes available, there is an opportunity to take advantage of more complex machine learning techniques such as reinforcement learning and Bayesian inference [50] [51] [52] .
Going beyond device tuning, machine learning may have applications in areas as diverse as device design, fabrication optimization, measurement and readout improvements or to optimize qubit control and feedback.
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A. Metric fluctuations
In Fig. A.1 we show the dependance of the classifier performance on the number of redraws during training and testing. Based on this data we have choose to average over n = 20 redraws for individual gate characterization and n = 20 for charge state classification.
B. Classifier choice
We studied classifier performance in three stages. First we compare performances of 12 classifiers, namely Decision Tree, Gaussian Process, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, Random Forest Multi-layer Perceptron, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines and k-Nearest Neighbours. We compute performances by comparing accuracy which is defined as the total number of samples (true positive (TP) and true negative (TN)) over the total number of samples (all positive (P) and all negtive(N)):
The accuracy is determined over n train and test splits of all available training data, selected randomly and with equal population sizes, i.e equal numbers of good and poor results, where e choose n = 20 for 1D data and n = 10 for 2D. We compare how these classifiers perform with default hyper parameters and on different feature vectors, i.e. normalized current, Fourier transform, both or on extracted features if they are available. Based on this initial analysis we discard two poorly performing classifiers, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis and Gaussian Process. All remaining classifiers are then optimized using scikit-learn's selection.GridSearchCV [39] method to determine their hyper parameters h. The grid search method evaluates all possible combinations of a supplied range of possible hyper parameters to select the optimal one. Given the long run times of this method we optimize each classifier for a single split of available data into train and test subsets. This slightly overestimates each classifier's performance as it optimizes hyper parameters to one train and test data split. We therefore compute performances of classifiers with their respective hyper parameters again and over n = 20 and n = 10 train and test data splits for pinch-off and charge stability diagram data respectively. Based on these results we choose the Decision Tree classifier to predict pinch-off curves and the Multilayer Perceptron to determine charge stability diagram quality and charge state. Lastly, we look at the confusion matrix of each of these classifiers which is defined by the number of false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), true positives (TP), and true negatives (TN):
For pinch-off curves classified using a Decision Tree classifier we find 
and for dot regime of charge stability diagrams classified 
